A class J{ of relational systems (of the same type) has the 8-Ramsey property if for every $ E J{ there is T E J{ such that to every 2-coloring of (!) ( 1. Ramsey properties of categories were introduced in [5, 9] . Here we study it for the categories of relational systems (of the same type) whose morphisms are embeddings. A weaker notion, namely the vertex partition property for relational systems has been studied in [12] . The paper is closely related to Jezek and Nesetnl's paper [8] in the sense that most of the constructions are more or less straight-forward extensions of those from [8] .
1. Ramsey properties of categories were introduced in [5, 9] . Here we study it for the categories of relational systems (of the same type) whose morphisms are embeddings. A weaker notion, namely the vertex partition property for relational systems has been studied in [12] . The paper is closely related to Jezek and Nesetnl's paper [8] in the sense that most of the constructions are more or less straight-forward extensions of those from [8] .
Since relational systems form a much wider class than universal algebras and presently are rather underdeveloped and even neglected, we feel that the extension may be justified. However, the credit for the intricate proofs belong to Jezek and Nesetnl [8] . No attempt was made to compare the results with the many Ramsey theorems from the literature. Because relational systems seem to be not widely known, we have strived to define all terminology and present complete proofs. The paper was prepared during the first author's stay at CRMA (November I98I-January 1982). The financial assistance provided by NSERC Canada operating grant A-9I28 and FCAC Quebec 'subvention d'equipe' E-539 are gratefully acknowledged.
2. Let N = {O, 1, ... } denote the set of non-negative integers and let 0:= N\ {O}. For nED and a set A an n-ary relation on A means a subset of An (i.e. a set of n-tuples (at. ... , an) with all ai E A). A (1, 1) , ... , (n, n)}) is the complete graph on n vertices. Now J{ has the ~2-Ramsey property iff for every sEN there is ts EN such that every graph on ts vertices has either an s-clique (i.e. a complete subgraph on s vertices) or an s-independent set (i.e. a set of s pairwise nonadjacent vertices). The truth of the latter is the starting point of Ramsey theory [13] (cf. also [6] ) whose most widely known consequence is t3 = 6: In any collection of 6 people, there are 3 people who either know each other or are mutually strangers. such that to every 2-coloring of the relative sub algebras of T isomorphic to 8 we can find a copy of (i embedded in T whose relative subalgebras isomorphic to 8 are all monochromatic. In particular, a class J{ of (full) algebras (= partial algebras such that P(fd) = Ad' for all dE D) has the 8-Ramsey property if to each (i E J{ there is T E J{ such that to every set E of subalgebras of T isomorphic to 8 there is a copy (i' of (i in T with the property that the subalgebras of S' isomorphic to B are either all in E or all outside E [8] (because a relative sub algebra isomorphic to a full algebra is just a plain subalgebra). PROOF. Let S = (S; S) E X, let (!) = {{so}, ... , {Sk-I}} and let V:= {so, ... , Sk-I}. By the Hales-Jewet theorem [7] there is nED such that to every 2-coloring of V!' (the set of all maps from tJ = {I, ... , n} into V) there exist J C tJ and g E V J such that the set A partial algebra on A is idempotent if f(x, ... , x) is defined and equal x for each operation of the algebra and all x E A. COROLLARY 2. Let X be a class of finite idempotent partial algebras closed under finite powers. Then X has the vertex partition property. In particular, the class of finite algebras in an idempotent variety has the vertex partition property. EXAMPLE 4 [8] . The class of finite lattices has the vertex partition property. 1) ,/(i + 2» e P which is contradictory. Thus 1 is injective, and then 1 = id'!l proving that 8 is endorigid.
(i)=I(i+1)</(i+2) or l(i)</(i+1)=/(i+2); However then (I(i)'/(i+
For more complex examples of finite or countable binary endorigid relations the reader is referred to [2, 15] .
A natural question is a generalization of Proposition 1 to classes of infinite reflexive relational systems closed under arbitrary powers (amounting to an infinite version of the Hales-Jewett Theorem). EXAMPLE 5. For every integer n, the class of ordered sets with order-dimension at most n (i.e. the class of ordered sets which can be order embedded into direct products of n chains) has the vertex partition property. • It is easy to verify that M is sparse. Thus from the Hales-Jewett theorem it follows that for every integer n there is a sparse set M of n-element sets such that every 2-coloring of the union UM of M is monochromatic on a set from M (Erdos and Hajnal [3] ). We have: 
Instead of direct products

PROOF. Let
S=(S;S)E'J{, C=S\B
and a; an isomorphism of 8; onto 8 (i = 1, ... , n). By the assumption {Rt. ... , R n , C} is a partition of S into pairwise disjoint sets. Let M be a sparse set of n-element sets such that every 2-colouring of the union UM is monochromatic on a set from M. Let X E M. Order arbitrarily X into XI < X2 < ... < Xn and put
( ) _{(xj,a;(y», CPx Y -(X )
,y,
Denote by J x the image of this map CPx. Clearly CPx : S ~ J x is a bijection. We can equip Ix = (lx ; Ix). Note that Ix belongs to the abstract class J{. Due to its construction (1) We prove that the family 1:= {Ix : X EM} is consistent. Let X:= {Xl, ... ,x n } and Y:= {YI, ... ,Yn} be two distinct sets from M such that Z:= J x n ly '" 0. Then Z c:;:
The family M being sparse, we have X n Y = {z} where z = Xi = Yj for some 1 ~ i, j ~ n and consequently Z = {z} x R. We prove that Ix I Z = Iy I z. . (x, Y), (y, z) , (z, y) E p~(y, x) e p for x'" Y '" z '" x). Then to every 5 E J{ there exists T E J{ such that for every 2-coloring of the full edges of T the digraph T contains a copy of 5 whose full edges are all of the same color.
7. An h-ary relation p on a finite A is constant if 7T(p) = P for all permutations 7T of A (this terminology is due to Frai"sse [4] ). For operations this notion corresponds to the homogeneity introduced by Marczewski [10] . Let 8 be an equivalence on {l, ... , h} with at most IAI blocks, and define:
It is easy to see that p is constant iff p is the union of relations of type (8 Sub V. Extend the following order 1 < 2 < ... n < n + 7T( 1) < ... < n + 7T( n) to a linear order < on V (a linear order or chain is a partial order in which all elements are comparable).
Set m = I vi. According to [11] (see also [8] i = 1, ... , n) show that 7T = ~ is an automorphism of 8.
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